**SANITARY WARE**

**Charlotte White Dual Top Flush Toilet Suite - 2 Per Tent**

**Koko Kameo White Drop-In Basin - 550 x 470mm - 2 Per Tent**

**Tivoli Porta Romana Chrome Basin Mixer Pillar Type - 2 Per Tent**

**Tivoli Round Chrome Shower Head - 200mm - 2 Per Tent**
[https://www.ctm.co.ke/bathrooms/showerheads/shower-heads/tivoli-round-chrome-shower-head-200mm-product.html](https://www.ctm.co.ke/bathrooms/showerheads/shower-heads/tivoli-round-chrome-shower-head-200mm-product.html)

**Tivoli Kevon Chrome Shower Mixer - 2 Per Tent**

**Cosmo Chrome Shower Arm - 300mm - 2 Per Tent**
[https://www.ctm.co.ke/bathrooms/showerheads/shower-heads/cosmo-chrome-shower-arm-300mm-product.html](https://www.ctm.co.ke/bathrooms/showerheads/shower-heads/cosmo-chrome-shower-arm-300mm-product.html)

**King Stylus Bottle Trap - 2 Per Tent**
BLACK NETTING 70%

SCALPED EDGES ON FLY
CONFIRM SIZE BEFORE PRODUCTION

BEIGE D400 RIPSTOP

OLIVE D500 RIPSTOP

TENT MANUFACTURER TO QUOTE FOR 16MM CURTAIN RAIL POWDER COATED CHARCOAL AND WHITE CALICO PRE SHRINK CURTAINS WITH 50% GATHER WITH FABRIC LOOPS.

CHOCOLATE PVC
TENT INNER PLAN PERSPECTIVE

SCALE
REMovable Netting Panel
T&U Zip
External Storm Flap
Internal Curtain Loops

16mm Charcoal Powder Coated Curtain Rail with
White Pre Shrink Calico Curtains 50% Gathers and
Fabric Loops

Tent Side B
Scale 1:30

Koyaki Guide School
Tent C 4 Person

November 15, 2020
THIS EAVE 200 MM LONGER THAN REST

42X1.5 CHS STEEL FRAME
WITH CHARCOAL POWDER
COAT FINISH

TREATED GUM POLE
POSTS APP. 90MM DIA
WITH GALVANIZED FOOTINGS
AND CAPS

FOOTING PLATE WITH ALLOWANCE TO FASTEN TO DECK

FRAME PERSPECTIVE
SCALE

KOYAKI GUIDE SCHOOL
TENT C 4 PERSON
ALL MEASUREMENTS FROM CENTRE OF CHS

FRAME PLAN
SCALE 1:30
ALL MEASUREMENTS FROM CENTRE OF CHS
ALL MEASUREMENTS FROM CENTRE OF CHS
ALL MEASUREMENTS TO TOP OF CHS
25MM DHS SLEEVE
PIPES CHARCOAL
POWDER COAT FINISH

1 SLEEVE PIPES
SCALE 1:50
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